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EBTC 'Ad Hoc' Winter Rides
EBTC Facebook Page Deactivation
Cycling 101: Winter Ridding Tips

From the Saddle

'Ad Hoc' Winter Rides
June MacGregor, EBTC President

If you are keen to ride this winter, sign up for EBTC’s
‘Ad Hoc’ Winter Rides! They’re everywhere and
they’re multiplying. No, not viruses but just as
resilient: Winter Riders!

EBTC members who proved their resilience in the summer’s heat can now enjoy this
fun winter activity with EBTC. Since weather and riding conditions can change
quickly, winter rides will be ‘ad hoc’. This means they’ll be offered close to the ride
date and, unlike summer rides, won’t be posted in the calendar on the EBTC website.
EBTC will use this first season of 'Ad Hoc' winter rides to gain experience. There will
be a limited number of ride leaders, many fewer rides than in summer, and ride
leaders will set low caps on the number of registrants for rides. We all look forward to
future Newsletters with super pictures and reports of EBTC members’ winter ride
adventures. Let it snow!

How will this work? Two simple steps:

1. If you’re interested in winter riding, add your name and contact information to the
‘EBTC Winter Riders List'  using the link below.
.
2. EBTC members on the ‘EBTC Winter Riders List'  will receive e-mail notifications
whenever a ride is offered. These e-mails will include a registration link, a ride
description, and the meeting location and time. There are no RWGPS route maps
because winter rides will be mainly off-road, and riders will stay together and follow
the ride leader.

The rider list and ride registration process, done using Karelo, will be the same one
used this past summer: you can sign up for the waitlist if a ride is full; you can cancel
your registration for the EBTC Winter Riders list and/or for a specific ride.

Click here to sign up  for the 'EBTC
Winter Riders List'

https://www.karelo.com/register.php?BID=394&BT=10&Ev=20092


EBTC Facebook Page Deactivation 
Danielle Amerongen, EBTC Ride Coordinator

You will notice that EBTC’s Facebook page is in the process of being deactivated.
Why? Lately, robots have been flooding our page with membership requests.
Combined with issues related to insurance and other factors, the Board has voted to
disassociate from Facebook. Accordingly, we will no longer be administrating this
page. We plan to assess improvements to our website, including a possible place for
our members to share pics, etc.

Winter Cycling Tips
Scott Keast, EBTC Safety and Education
Coordinator

With the launch of the EBTC Ad Hoc Winter
cycling this year it’s good to remember that
unlike summer riding the chances of us getting
into serious trouble in summer are quite
limited. Winter riding will challenge the rider and the machine he/she is on. When you ride
with a group in winter your personal safety and the safety of the group lies with everyone in
the group. The cost of not preparing properly is considerably higher in winter. The threats of
falls, hypothermia and frostbite cannot be ignored. As you might guess, most of the tips are
about clothing!

Winter Clothing Choices and
Layering

Bicycle Preparation

Keeping Heads, Fingers, and
Toes Warm

Keeping Torsos and Legs Warm

From the Saddle Click here to contribute to From the
Saddle

Between a Rock and a Hard
Place to Cycle
John Shaw, EBTC Newsletter Coordinator

Mid-October Tema Frank and I found ourselves
among pueblos blancos on the border between
Malaga and Cadiz provinces in southern Spain. We
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rented bikes in Ronda and a house in Montecorto
for a week, and rode (50+ km/ 1000+ m elevation
gain) daily from there to El Gastor, Zahara,
Grazalema, Ronda, Olvera and Setenil (pictured). The
marble slab and cobble streets of Sentenil, polished
over the centuries by feet, wheels and hooves are too
steep and smooth to cycle down and are almost
impossible to walk down with cycling shoes. I tried
both. With full brakes on, I just slid - albeit slowly. I
gave up and walked carefully holding a hand rail with
one hand and my bike with the other. The town itself
is built into the walls of a canyon. Cliffs overhang the
buildings and streets in some cases.

Our ride to Setenil, like the others, was punctuated by
a leisurely lunch with excellent local wine, sunshine,
and great views. The length of the rides was in part
dictated by the battery capacity of Tema's ebike. If you like cycling up hills, the region
is a real treat. My favourite ride of the week, and certainly in my top ten of all time
rides, was the loop from Montecorto to Zahara then up Puerto de las Palomas, down
to Grazalema (lunch stop) and then back to Montecorto. The climb is used in
regional and national Vuelta, and is a magnet for local cyclists. 

Visit our website
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